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A “profound and soul-nourishing memoir” (Oprah Daily) from an African girl whose near-death
experience sparked a lifelong dedication to humanitarian work that helps bring change across
the world.When severe drought hit her village in Zimbabwe, Elizabeth Nyamayaro, then only
eight, had no idea that this moment of utter devastation would come to define her life’s purpose.
Unable to move from hunger and malnourishment, she encountered a United Nations aid worker
who gave her a bowl of warm porridge and saved her life—a transformative moment that
inspired Elizabeth to dedicate herself to giving back to her community, her continent, and the
world.In the decades that have followed, Elizabeth has been instrumental in creating change
and uplifting the lives of others: by fighting global inequalities, advancing social justice for
vulnerable communities, and challenging the status quo to accelerate women’s rights around the
world. She has served as a senior advisor at the United Nations, where she launched
HeForShe, one of the world’s largest global solidarity movements for gender equality. In I Am a
Girl from Africa, she charts this “journey of perseverance” (Entertainment Weekly) from her small
village of Goromonzi to Harare, Zimbabwe; London; New York; and beyond, always grounded by
the African concept of ubuntu—“I am because we are”—taught to her by her beloved
grandmother.This “victorious” (The New York Times Book Review) memoir brings to vivid life
one extraordinary woman’s story of persevering through incredible odds and finding her true
calling—while delivering an important message of hope, empowerment, community support,
and interdependence.



"Heartwarming and inspirational...symbolic of the faith, community uplift, and interdependence a
girl from anywhere needs to soar." —OPRAH DAILYI Am a Girl from AfricaA Memoir of
Empowerment, Community, and HopeElizabeth Nyamayaro

Praise forI AMA GIRLFROMAFRICA“Victorious . . . Nyamayaro’s writing is particularly moving
when describing personal tragedies like the losses of her beloved grandmother, Gogo, of her
uncle, of her various mentors in the field. And Africa is ever the source of its own solutions.”—
The New York Times Book Review“In her stirring memoir I Am a Girl from Africa, the
humanitarian, who grew up in a small village in rural Zimbabwe, recounts the day a U.N. aid
worker rescued her from famine—and how that lifesaving encounter inspired her to become a
living embodiment of the Nguni Bantu word ‘ubuntu,’ which means ‘I am because we are.’ ”—
Essence“HeForShe founder Elizabeth Nyamayaro tells her story for the first time in I Am a Girl
from Africa, which traces her childhood in Zimbabwe, her journey as a humanitarian, and her
work as a United Nations Senior Advisor.”—Bustle“[A] stirring memoir.”—Good Morning
America“A childhood near-death experience caused by severe drought in her village in
Zimbabwe—and a lifesaving intervention by a U.N. worker—spawns Nyamayaro’s lifelong
dedication to humanitarian work; she writes about her journey of perseverance and path to
becoming a senior advisor at the U.N. in her memoir.”—Entertainment Weekly“Nyamayaro
explores this transformative moment in her childhood and how it drove her to become an activist
and fierce advocate for change. She shares personal stories of perseverance as she reflects on
what it took to make it to the U.N. herself as a Senior Advisor, where she went on to launch the
HeForShe campaign.”—TIME“Nyamayaro’s journey has given her unique perspective and
incredible wisdom that make this book an inspiring call to action for anyone hoping to make the
world a better place.”—Town & Country“Nyamayaro’s heartwarming and inspirational story is
symbolic of the faith, community uplift, and interdependence a girl from anywhere needs to
soar.”—Oprah Daily“I Am a Girl from Africa tells the story of the former United Nations senior
advisor’s inspiring full-circle journey after a UN aid worker saved her life when she was eight
years old. Later in her life, she would go on to launch the HeForShe campaign and help bring
change across the globe.”—Marie Claire“Rich with history and folk wisdom, Nyamayaro’s story
demonstrates the absolute courage and determination of one ‘girl from Africa’ to identify and
realize her highest aspirations.”—Book Reporter“A moving account of a determined young
woman’s journey from poverty to humanitarian activism . . . Throughout this memorable account
of her impressive life, the author recalls ‘the central, definitive African value and philosophy of
ubuntu: that when we uplift others, we are ourselves uplifted.’ An inspiring narrative that will be
especially valuable to young people seeking to work for humanitarian causes.”—Kirkus
Reviews“The striking title of this memoir establishes the very foundation of who the author,
Elizabeth Nyamayaro, is. As the content is built upon this base, readers will find that they are



occupying the story of a truly exceptional human being. . . . A deeply personal and richly
inspirational self-portrait.”—Booklist“Nyamayaro’s steadfast pursuit of her goals is mirrored by
steady narrative pacing; readers will cheer on her uncompromising commitment. Her life
example provides a beacon for ambitious change-makers.”—Publishers Weekly“From the first
page to the last, I could not put down this book. I Am a Girl from Africa is a story that can uplift
and inspire every girl and boy from every part of the world. Beautifully told, and beautifully
lived.”—Angela Duckworth, author of Grit“Elizabeth Nyamayaro has written a wonderfully
accessible and moving memoir that masterfully weaves her own story into the contemporary
fight for global gender equity. Traveling with Nyamayaro—from Tbilisi to Montevideo—is both
inspiring and maddening, seeing all that has been accomplished and all that’s left to do.
Somehow, through it all, she manages to maintain an unwavering optimism—and a belief in the
power of education, collaboration, nongovernmental organizations, and even (gasp) globalism—
that buoys the soul and reminds us that there’s no progress without progressives, no light
without the torch-bearers.”—Dave Eggers, author of The Parade and The Captain and the
Glory“More than a heartwarming and uplifting memoir, I Am a Girl from Africa is a story of
millions of girls around the world—and a true testament of what is possible when girls are given
an equal right to quality education. Through Elizabeth’s remarkable story, we are reminded that
education remains the closest thing to a silver bullet when it comes to gender equality.”—Dr.
Phumzile Mlambo-Ngcuka, United Nations under-secretary-general, UN Women
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For my dearest Gogo, whose indomitable spirit, love, and wisdom formed the core of who I am.

To my beloved continent, this is my love letter to you. I cannot imagine any greater gift than being
a child of the African soil.

You cannot tell a hungry child that you gave them food yesterday.—Zimbabwean proverb

1Deep in the African wilderness, rolling hills open onto a barren maize field. In the middle of that
field stands a huge, useless tree. I lie underneath that useless tree unable to move. I am eight
years old. I am all alone.Stand, I tell myself, but I cannot. I lie on my stomach, my legs stretched
out, my arms limp at my sides, my palms turned toward the heavens, begging for mercy. I burrow
my face deeper into the ground, seeking shelter from the scorching sun, yet the earth feels as
hot as fire, practically sizzling beneath me. There is no cool or comfortable place to hide. The
leaves of the tree are long gone, and with it the shade, burned away by the punishing drought



that has descended on our small village in Zimbabwe.Rise, I think, but I cannot. I am simply too
weak to move. I am starving. I have had nothing to drink or eat for three days. My shrinking
stomach growls like two hungry hyenas fighting over a goat. I am so thirsty it’s as if tiny, sharp
razors slice the inside of my throat with each breath or attempt to swallow. I have never felt so
hollow and wasted from hunger. I worry that the drought may never end, and I will never leave
this tree. I will die here, I think, but I am too tired to be truly frightened.My world has changed
from one of abundance and joy to one of fear and emptiness. It seems a long time ago that I
cooked sadza (maize meal) with goat stew alongside my gogo (grandmother), whom I live with
inside our round, grass-thatched hut that is small-small, but big enough for the two of us to cook
and eat and sleep and pray. Our warm, cozy hut, just like all the other huts in our small village of
Goromonzi, stands at the top of a hill surrounded by cow pastures and farmland. Goromonzi is
the only home I have ever known, but through the haze of hunger I struggle to remember the
faces and voices of my village: Gogo’s three sons and all her other relatives, who are my
ambuyas (aunts) and sekurus (uncles), and their children, whom I call sisis (sisters) and
hanzwadzis (brothers).Long before the drought, all of us gathered in Gogo’s yard on special
days, eating and laughing and feasting. Each family brought baskets full of food picked from our
fields at the bottom of the hill and the gardens tucked behind our round huts: fresh maize, sweet
potatoes, watermelons, groundnuts, pumpkins, mangoes, and guavas. The sekurus slaughtered
a cow gifted by one of the families, providing plenty-plenty cow stew, which we washed down
with soured milk from our stubborn goats until our bellies rejoiced and our hearts felt satisfied.
We wanted for nothing because the food belonged to everyone; we shared it all, bartering and
trading with each other for things we didn’t grow. Gogo traded her large orange pumpkins, which
tasted almost as sweet as honey, for small packets of black-eyed beans and groundnuts from
the ambuyas. If you needed anything, you only had to ask, and often somebody offered what
they knew you needed before you did. After supper, on our feast days, we sat around a huge fire
under the dark African sky perforated with tiny shiny stars, singing songs of praise to God,
calling for the rain to return.God always answered our prayers, and each year the rain returned,
filling our days with purpose. Ox-drawn plows worked the fields; wooden and metal hoes tilled
the land; family stood by family, helping to tend the crops until they sprouted from the ground.
Our fields were lush and green; our harvest was bountiful. Gogo and the sekurus sold our maize,
sunflower seeds, and other crops at the Township Center in the next village, to buy any food we
couldn’t grow ourselves. We found meaning in our work, making sure that we all did our part to
take care of our families and of each other. It was a happy life.That was then, and this is now. For
two years, God has refused to answer our prayers. He has left us with Satan’s punishing heat,
which is killing everything in its path. He has left us with only the little food from the previous
harvest, which is not enough. Even though we share whatever we can, even though we count
our maize and beans each day before cooking, even though we skip meals, ignoring our hunger
pangs, the little food we have left is slowly running out.At first, when the rain failed to come,
Gogo spoke directly to God. “I will not stop until you bring back the rain. I will not rest. Do you



hear me, God?” Her prayers went unanswered, but she refused to give up. Gogo gathered all the
ambuyas and sekurus, and together we all prayed for rain again—this time without the feast—as
our food began to diminish. We prayed for so many days and nights and so loudly and faithfully
that our knees were bruised and our voices were hoarse. Still, God did not respond. Now I
wonder if the world is ending, but this thought moves slowly through my mind, as if through
mud.When Gogo left the village a few days ago, she told me, “An illness has visited a sekuru
from the mujuru village,” which is far from our village. Sunlight fell across the hut, casting light
across the walls and floor. Gogo wrapped her few belongings in a faded brown cloth: a pair of
underwear; two maroon dresses, both with tiny holes from termites; a half-used jar of Vaseline;
and, of course, her Bible.“I can help,” I said, offering to carry Gogo’s Bible as I always do on
Sundays when we go to church wearing our nice-nice clothes and special church hats.“No. I am
going with the ambuyas and will be back soon-soon. Eat the boiled maize when you get hungry.”
She pointed to the black clay pot. She tapped the water container. “Yes. There is enough for two
days.”I nodded, “Okay, let’s pray.” Kneeling with Gogo on the floor, I prayed for God to protect my
family on their journey. I waved goodbye and watched Gogo disappear behind the guava and
mango trees behind our hut, descending the hills with her belongings bundled on top of her
head to join the ambuyas.That was five days ago. The water container is empty, and the food is
long gone. With no food or water for three days, I feel as though I am slipping out of my body. I
manage to lift my face by pushing slowly-slowly into the dry ground with arms that feel as heavy
as the thickest tree branches. I sit up, wipe the dirt from my face, and open my eyes.The light
burns my tired eyes as if I’m staring at the sun. Sitting alone in Gogo’s devastated field, I am no
longer surrounded by all things bright and beautiful, as the church hymn goes. Before me is an
unrecognizable landscape, strange and scary. All that remains is scorched baby maize shoots
that stood no chance against Satan’s punishing heat, the heat that dried up our river, leaving us
with no water to drink; destroyed our crops; and killed our animals, leaving ambuyas wailing
inside empty cow kraals and goat sheds.When Gogo didn’t come back home three days ago as
she had promised, I felt sad because I missed her, but I didn’t feel scared. Gogo always goes
away to pray for sick ambuyas and sekurus in faraway villages. Sometimes she takes me with
her. Sometimes when the sick ambuya or sekuru refuses to recover and their soul is called back
to the heavenly father, Gogo stays longer for the funeral. I tell Gogo not to worry about me,
because she taught me how to take care of myself for a time when she is no longer here. I cook
and fetch water; I noodle-out flying termites with a single straw of grass; I make a catapult and
shoot down birds; I catch fish with a sharp stick and roast them. I create fire and cross
rivers.Yesterday I went to the bush above our village, on the other side of the hill, to search for
small birds to shoot with my catapult and flying termites to catch. I found nothing. This morning I
went to the Good Forest, which sits just below Gogo’s field, past the family cemetery but before
the river, to search for berries. Gogo and all the ambuyas call this forest the River Forest,
because we fetch our drinking water here from the crisp, cool river. I call it the Good Forest,
because there are no hyenas that might try to eat me, unlike the Hyena Forest on the other side



of the river. I know just the tree! The one by the river with the sweetest black water berries.As I
descended the hill to the Good Forest, the village felt strangely quiet: no loud children playing in
the yards, filling the air with laughter; no busy-busy ambuyas running around cooking and
cleaning and attending to the children; no sekurus mending their goat sheds and chicken coops.
Now that we had been left with Satan’s punishing sun, ambuyas and sekurus hid their small-
small children inside their huts, away from the heat, while they and their older children searched
for food, going deeper into the forest and visiting neighboring villages. I stared at the empty goat
sheds and felt my heart ache, thinking about my favorite goat, Little-One.A few days after Little-
One was born, her mother disappeared from the goat shed during the night. When we
discovered this the following morning, Gogo placed her hands on her hips, shook her head from
side to side, and said, “Eeee, the hyenas.” I looked up at Gogo, tugged at her dress, and without
being asked, said, “I can help.” Gogo nodded in agreement, and that’s how the little brown goat
became mine. I named her Little-One and became in charge of feeding her and playing with her
so that she wouldn’t feel too sad about her missing mother.But then the drought came, and one
morning I found Little-One motionless in the shed: her legs were completely straight, her face
tilted up to the heavens, her eyes rolled back in her head with a soft smile resting on her face. I
called out her name, but she didn’t move. She had left me. I collapsed on top of her, wailing,
“Dear God, please bring back Little-One.” I wept and prayed. But God did not hear my prayer; he
did not bring back my best friend; he did not bring back Little-One. I decided then I would not
speak to God again. Now I speak only to Jesus.Dear, sweet Jesus. Please hear my prayer.
Please help me find food. I am too-too hungry. Amen. I prayed silently as I walked through the
village to the Good Forest. And when I saw an ambuya in her yard making packets of dried black
beans and groundnuts so the food would last long-long, and she asked if I was hungry, I
responded, “No thanks, Ambuya. Me, I am fine-fine,” refusing to take her little-little food which
must feed all of her children. Ambuya has eight mouths to feed. I only have one. Besides, I
wanted Gogo to be proud of me for taking care of myself. Also, I had a perfect plan to find my
berries in the Good Forest, which always had plenty-plenty fruit to pluck: the red berries that
make my eyes water; the black water berries that turn my tongue black; the brown mazhanje fruit
that tastes as sweet as honey. The Good Forest is my magical place, filled with beautiful birds—
some with sparkling blue wings and red-and-yellow coats, others with bright orange beaks, and
very tiny ones with black and white spots.But when I reached the Good Forest there was
nothing. The berries were gone, and the tree was completely bare, the bark and branches dry
and brittle in the hot, motionless air. Hopelessness fell over me like a long shadow.I will go back
to the village and ask an ambuya for food, I thought. But then I grew too tired and I collapsed in
Gogo’s field. Now, here I am, so weak from hunger I cannot stand, the sun punishing me for a sin
I don’t remember committing. I say another silent prayer to Jesus, pleading with him for the
strength to move before the darkness comes and brings out the hungry hyenas from the Hyena
Forest.Move, I remind myself. I will try crawling back to the hut. Gogo always says, “You must
never ever give up.” I plant my palms on the ground, steady my knees, then slowly move my right



arm and then my left. The effort is too much. I fall to my stomach and everything goes dark.I
dream that I am spinning, surrounded by butterflies that circle slowly around me; the yellow ones
remind me of Gogo’s beautiful sunflowers. I am so dizzy, so happy and warm, and when I lie on
the ground the butterflies cover me. For a moment, everything is perfect.I am drifting in and out
of consciousness, between darkness and light, between pain and happiness, when I feel a
shadow, shielding me from the sun. It must be Gogo! I feel a rush of relief in my aching body. I’m
also ashamed to be found like this, helpless, when she has worked so hard to teach me to take
care of myself.The person standing in front of me is not Gogo. I notice she has shiny-shiny legs
like none I have ever seen, and shiny shoes that match. Sometimes Gogo and I use Vaseline on
our legs when we go to church, but only on the exposed parts between our hemlines and ankles,
so we don’t waste it.This person kneels down next to me; she is a much older sisi. I have never
seen her before, she is not from our village, and when she smiles, I see her white-white teeth.
She is so beautiful! She places a blue plastic bowl of porridge next to me, and without waiting for
an invitation or even sitting up, I dig my dirty fingers into the warm porridge and scoop it into my
mouth as quickly as I can. Gradually the sounds in my stomach diminish and disappear. The girl
lifts my head gently and rests it on her chest, placing a plastic bottle in my mouth. I close my
eyes and guzzle the fresh water that tastes so cool and wonderful it sends shivers down my
back. I feel life returning, filling me up. I lift my head from the sisi’s chest and sit up on my own. I
am back in my body. I am alive.I take in this sisi more carefully. I see that she is wearing a
uniform as blue and as pretty as the brilliant sky. Now that my hunger is gone, I can see without
wincing or squinting. I see words written on the front of her shirt. I cannot read, and I wonder
what they mean. Where is she from? It’s as if she is an angel, dropped from heaven. Thank you,
God, I pray silently, speaking directly to him. The sisi keeps smiling at me, and I finally have the
energy to smile back, which feels like a miracle.“Thank you, Sisi.” My voice is weak and
scratchy.She nods. “What is your name?”“Elizabeth.”“What are you are doing here all by
yourself?”“I am not alone. I am with my butterflies,” I say, and she looks confused. I don’t want
her to ask me any more difficult questions, so I ask, “Why are you here?”She squeezes my hand
and smiles. “I am here to feed hungry children in the village, because as Africans we must uplift
each other.”I don’t understand what it means to uplift others, but I nod.I know that I can finally
stand up. I will search for food. I will live.I will never forget this moment, when I hovered so close
to death and was saved just in time. What I don’t yet know is that this particular encounter will
define the purpose of my life, acting as a beacon that motivates my actions and aspirations; the
light that guides me through every darkness.

We desire to bequeath two things to our children:the first one is roots, the other one is wings.—
Sudanese proverb

2A surge of excitement courses through me as the plane begins its final, bumpy descent into
London. As we drop below the clouds, I press my face against the window and look closely,



trying to take in everything at once. The River Thames is a shiny ribbon, snaking through
buildings I have only ever seen in books: clock towers that I imagine strike at the top of each
hour and row after row of tall, glass buildings reflecting the early morning light. The whole city
shimmers, and I have to blink several times as I have never seen so many lights before. They
flicker and glimmer all the way to the horizon, merging with the sunrise as London wakes up and
the plane descends. The year is 2000; I am twenty-five years old. I can hardly believe that I have
finally made it to the United Kingdom.I couldn’t sleep for the length of the flight. Leaving the
African continent for the first time and literally flying into the unknown, I peered through the
window into the darkness and listened to the whirring engines. I was thrilled. I’m finally doing it! I
was finally taking the first big step to fulfill my dream, after so much struggle and hard work. But
then I immediately felt anxious, remembering that I had no friends or family in the UK, and only
two hundred and fifty pounds to last me until I got a job.A few years after my encounter with the
girl in the blue uniform, who gave me a bowl of porridge and saved my life, I learned that she
worked for UNICEF, which is part of the world’s largest humanitarian organization: the United
Nations. The mission of UNICEF is to protect the rights of children across the globe, providing
food and resources to communities in times of acute need. This explained the sisi’s blue uniform
and the lettering across her chest. The encounter stayed with me throughout my childhood;
inspired by her, I dreamt of one day working for the United Nations, where I too would be able to
uplift the lives of others, just as my life had once been uplifted. And after much research and
planning and support from my family, I am confident that coming to London is the first step to
pursuing this singular dream. I have a plan, a clear purpose, and all the motivation in the
world.Through the window, the sky is overcast. I immediately miss the bright, clear African sky,
which to me has always felt as big as the world, stretching across villages and fields and people
walking along footpaths, headed to work or to bring food to a neighbor. I think of Gogo and how
much she has sacrificed for me to be here, selling her cows and goats to raise money for my
plane ticket. Yesterday, when I left Zimbabwe, Gogo’s face was transformed by sadness. She did
not want to see me go and refused to say goodbye. Instead, she threw her arms around me and
we knelt on the dusty airport floor in Harare and prayed for my journey ahead.Now, as the plane
comes to a halt at the gate and the flight attendants crack open the doors, I suddenly feel how
far away from home I truly am. I feel lonely and panicked—even fearful. Can I do this? I am
thousands of miles away from everyone and everything I have ever known, here on British soil
with a single intention. My dream is to become the girl in the blue uniform. But what if I can’t?
What if I fail? I stand to file out of the plane with the other passengers, my heart on fire in my
chest. As I prepare to make my way in a new country, I feel a hollow pit of anxiety in my stomach.
I have read about Britain in books, but the very first time I learned about the existence of the
nation in which I’m about to set foot was when Gogo told me the story of Chimurenga.I am six
years old, sitting on the small stoop at the entrance of Gogo’s hut in Goromonzi. I am busy-busy,
shelling the maize harvested from Gogo’s field. The wooden door of the hut is a bit rickety, so I
lean against it gently, slowly stretching out my ashy shins to soak up the sun, while the hut’s



small roof shields my face from the scorching heat. In the distance I can hear the clucking of
chickens in the neighbor’s yard. I smile, fill my lungs with warm, earthy air and cluck back. I pick
up a cob of dried maize from the ground and shell its seeds into the clay pot balanced between
my thighs, which Gogo cleans with a palmful of dry sand every morning. I place the seedless
cob on the ground to my right, then reach to my left for another cob. It is the middle of the day; I
am all alone and entirely in charge of Gogo’s house and goats, and I know just what to do.This
morning, like most mornings, Gogo left to work in the field, leaving me with plenty-plenty things
to do. First, I must tie up the goats in the bush, then sweep the yard, wash the dirty dishes from
last night’s supper, and finally shell enough maize for tonight’s meal. Once all of this is done, I
will join Gogo in the field. I am nearly finished with my last task; I shell another maize cob into the
clay pot, then another one, and another one.I am happily lost in my thoughts. I’m thinking about
how tonight I will pile the cobs in the fire pit in the center of our clean hut; how I will light the
match and create fire; how I will place the clay pot full of seeds over the fire and then add water,
salt, okra, and sliced tomatoes from our large garden, making a nice-nice supper for Gogo and
me. As always, the thick, fragrant smoke will fill the hut, making me cough and my eyes water,
and I’ll say, “Eeee, too much smoke,” as I wipe tears from my cheeks, and Gogo will say, “Eeee,
open the door,” as I blow the dark smoke away from me. “Aaaa, the door is already open,” I’ll
respond, tasting the bitter smoke as it moves down my throat.My wandering thoughts are
interrupted by a scream. I stop and listen. Nothing. I return to shelling maize. I hear the scream
again. I can’t make out the words, but I can tell it’s a woman’s voice. My heart pounds in my
chest. “Who is it?” I ask quietly, as if I’m speaking to myself and not to the person screaming.The
woman screams again, much louder this time. I’m startled, because it is Gogo’s voice. What is
wrong? I jump off the stoop and send the clay pot flying through the air; it crashes to the ground
and shatters into tiny pieces, scattering our dinner everywhere. Panicking, I drop to my knees
and scoop up as much maize as I can into my tiny palms. I feel frantic as I look around the yard,
searching for an empty container.Gogo screams again, and this time she sounds even more
distressed. I abandon the maize to the ground and take off running as fast as I can. I run behind
the hut, past the maize bin set up on wooden stilts to protect the food from mice, even though
the mice always find a way in. I run harder, my breath coming fast and quick, past the colorful
guava and mango trees and past the neighbors’ yards. I run and run until I reach the edge of the
village. I see Gogo charging toward me through the open cow pastures. It’s as if the wind is
pushing her forward, her feet practically flying off the ground, dust trailing behind her on the
narrow dirt path. I don’t know what is happening, but Gogo is clearly upset. Her sarong is barely
hanging around her waist. I have never seen Gogo outside without a head scarf, and now it is
bunched up in one hand, the sun bouncing off her white hair.Everything is happening so fast. I
forget about the stabbing pain from the sharp stones underneath my bare feet. My heart is
beating hard, as if trying to break free of my body. Arms spread wide, I reach out for Gogo and
throw myself into her embrace. She wraps me in her arms and lifts me off the ground. My face is
pressed to her sweat-drenched cheek. Now that Gogo is holding me, I can see that she is crying.



Sobbing, actually; her eyes overflow with tears that blend with her sweat; it’s as if a river of water
is running down her face. I’m so confused. My Gogo is crying. I have never seen her cry before.
Because she is crying, I cry with her.“Tasununguka,” Gogo says, her voice thick with tears. I have
no idea what she’s talking about, so I cry even harder.In the middle of the hot day, we stand
alone next to the empty cow kraals, the cows having long gone to their pastures with the
sekurus, and the ambuyas now busy working their fields at the bottom of the village while their
children help with chores or go to school. It is as if Gogo and I are alone in the world, but Gogo is
crying. I don’t know what to do.Gogo’s knees buckle beneath her. She is gripping me in her arms
like a baby, she will not let go, and so we land together on the ground with a thump. My face is
pressed against her breasts and my legs stretch out on the ground. I hear Gogo’s heartbeat in
my ear, da dhum, da dhum, da dhum, faster and faster, trying to catch her breath as it keeps
tumbling away from her. I want to say something, but I don’t know what to say. Instead I throw my
tiny arms across her shoulders, trying to comfort her without words, praying silently to God. I
want Gogo to stop crying, but instead she opens her mouth and wails. She is sobbing, freeing
herself from her sorrow, wailing like a child. I don’t understand what has happened, but I want to
take Gogo’s pain away, the way she always takes my pain away, protecting me from sickness
and hunger and every sadness. I press myself against her and pray: God, please heal her.Gogo
says again, more clearly this time, “The radio announced Tasununguka.”I still do not understand
her meaning, but she is no longer crying and I want to keep it that way, so I nod and repeat the
word into her shoulder, “Tasununguka.” This is the word Gogo has heard on her small-small
radio, which she takes to the field when there is enough money for batteries. We listen to music
and weather and news as we work together.I pull away from Gogo and smile at her. She smiles
back, then lets out a huge laugh, rumbling from deep within her chest, that feels as loud as
thunder. Still laughing, she lifts me off her lap, sets me on the ground, and begins to sing and
dance like a madwoman. Her bare feet stomp the ground with tremendous force, and her arms
flap in the air like the powerful birds that soar over the Good Forest and drop down to steal fish
from our river. Gogo’s loud laughter calls the light back into her eyes. She is absolutely ecstatic; I
think she sounds as hysterical as the hyenas in the Hyena Forest.Gogo’s sudden happiness
confuses me as much as her crying did, but I am relieved she is happy, and so I join her
madwoman dance, following her feet in their one-two, one-two, one-two pattern. We dance in a
wild circle as dust swirls around us, panting as our lungs run out of air. We are laughing with our
souls, emptying out all of our pain like water being poured into the ground.When Gogo abruptly
stops singing, I stop with her. Fat beads of sweat mix with dried tears on our faces. I search
Gogo’s face for answers. What is happening? She says nothing. Instead, she bends down, locks
her hands under my arms, and lifts me off the ground until my feet are dangling in the air.
Looking directly into my eyes, she smiles and proclaims loudly, “Tasununguka—We Are Free!
We are free, my dear child. We are free.”What does she mean? What has just happened? Why
was Gogo crying, then happy, then dancing? What does it mean? I wonder. We are free? I want
to ask questions, but I do not, because Gogo is laughing and I want her to stay happy. Gogo



always tells me, You ask too many questions for a child, and this does not seem like the time for
questions. I smile and nod as she lowers me to the ground.We walk back home in silence, up the
narrow dirt path and through the village, my hand inside Gogo’s. She is smiling, but my mind is
full of questions. Tasununguka, I repeat silently in my head. When we reach Gogo’s yard, the
shattered clay pot is still in pieces on the ground. I drop down to pick it up, looking at Gogo
anxiously, waiting for her to ask me why I thought it was okay to throw food on the ground,
because food is never to be wasted, not in our village where we share our bounty with everyone.
But she says nothing; she simply swipes the maize off the stoop with her foot and sits down. I
pick up the scattered maize, blow off the sand, and place it in her lap. Gogo looks far away, lost
in her thoughts.“Tomorrow,” she says finally, “we will celebrate.” A smile on her face, the head
scarf back on her head, and her sorrow gone, she shells maize without a care.She is so happy,
so I ask, “What is tasununguka?”Gogo’s hands are still busy-busy with the maize as she begins,
“A long, long time ago, the vapambepfumi—white oppressors—came to our country of
Zimbabwe. They came from Britain, a country far-far away.”Where is Britain? I wonder. But I
know this is an important story, I want to hear all of it.“We welcomed them,” Gogo explains. “We
gave them our blackest cows and said, ‘This is the meat with which we greet you.’ ”Legs folded
neatly beneath me, elbows resting on my thighs, face cupped in my palms, I train my eyes on
Gogo’s face and listen.“But us, we didn’t know. We didn’t know that the vapambepfumi were not
nice people. They were not kind to us. They took our land, then forced us to work on it without
pay. They kept all the crops for themselves, giving us very little in return.”Gogo’s shelling pace
picks up together with the speed of her voice. “They killed our elephants, our buffaloes, our
giraffes, and our lions. They stole nice stones from our mines. They made us call them Sir or
Madam, demanding our respect. Yet they referred to us as monkeys.” She sighs and looks out
into the distance, still shelling maize. I watch the sadness return to her eyes, like the shadow of a
cloud hiding a patch of sunlight.“Uuuu, we suffered so much from the way they treated us. We
wanted the pain to go away. So one day, we asked them nicely to leave. But the vapambepfumi
refused.”Gogo closes her eyes and continues. “We prayed to God, but God did not hear our
prayers. The vapambepfumi did not leave our country. They did not give back our land. So in
1896, we started a war and we called it our Chimurenga—the Liberation Struggle. We called
ourselves the rebels and we fought the vapambepfumi.”I do not know what war is, but Gogo’s
voice is sad, her eyes still closed.“We wanted to be free,” she says. “Free to have our own
country back from the colonizers. Free to grow our own crops, on our own farms, and to feed our
own children. Free to own our land.”Gogo stops shelling and talking, and hangs her head,
shaking it from side to side as if emptying her mind of troubling memories. She places her palms
over her eyes and opens her mouth, but no words come out. Her sorrow consumes her again. I
reach out, place my hand on her knee, and squeeze as tightly as I can.“Huhhh,” Gogo finally
says. “But the vapambepfumi won the war. They killed so many of our people.” Gogo has taught
me that when good people die, their souls go to a better place called heaven. I say a silent
prayer to God to take care of all the souls of our people.Gogo’s hands slowly leave her eyes and



I can see her face again. “In 1966,” she continues, “we started the second Chimurenga. This time
we would never give up. Us, we had nowhere else to go and nothing left. The vapambepfumi
could go back to Britain. They had a choice; a choice we never had. All we had was the land and
the pain and the burden that came with fighting for it.”I watch fire return to Gogo’s eyes, replacing
the sadness, and I want my eyes to look just like hers. She looks focused and determined. She
will never give up. She will always fight for what’s right. That is exactly what I want to do. This is
exactly what she has taught me.“So this time, we got more serious. We got more rebels and
weapons and we fought with everything we had. We fought with our lives. We fought for the lives
of our sisis and hanzwadzis from the first Chimurenga. We fought for our freedom.”Finally, I
interrupt, because I must know. “Did you fight the vapambepfumi, Gogo?” I imagine her fighting—
her fierce glare, her absolute determination to win freedom for her people. Who would dare to
cross my Gogo?Gogo is crying again. There is no wailing or sobbing this time, just a waterfall of
tears that cleanses her face.“Eeee, yes, we all did, my dear child. All the women took care of the
rebels. Some of us cooked. Some of us carried their weapons. Some of us fought the
vapambepfumi with our own weapons. We all did our part to help in the second
Chimurenga.”“Rebels?” I ask softly. “What is a rebel?”She doesn’t answer my question, but
continues the story. “And then all my sons, your sekurus, joined the other rebels to fight the
vapambepfumi in the forest in the second Chimurenga.”Rebels. I know the word. I think-think and
then remember that I once met a rebel. One day he emerged suddenly from the Good Forest
unannounced, and found me pulling weeds in Gogo’s field. I was hunched over, but I felt his
presence behind me. I stood up and took in this tall, serious sekuru with no light in his eyes,
which were red as if he had been crying. His hair was twisted in knots and needed to be
combed. His skin was dark and glistened in the sun. He did not smile. He did not say, Hello, or
God bless you. He stood silently before me in his matching trousers and shirt, wearing big heavy
boots on his feet, a brown bag on his back, and a big weapon strapped to his shoulder. He was
in a hurry and did not have time to waste. He asked, “Une mvura?” I did not have water, so I
shook my head. His response was quick: “Ko, chikafu?” I did have food. I had boiled sweet
potatoes in the clay pot under the tree. “Me, I cooked them myself,” I added, as I led him to the
tree, happy to help this sad-looking sekuru.Suddenly I felt Gogo’s hand yanking me away from
the sekuru. She shoved me behind her back, still holding her hoe in the other hand. She dropped
her hoe and handed the sekuru a sweet potato, still gripping me tightly with her other hand. He
took the food and walked away. He did not say thank you. He did not ask about Gogo’s crops or
ask her for God’s blessing. This was all so strange. We always asked each other for God’s
blessings in our village. Gogo explained that this sekuru was not from our village. “He’s a rebel,”
she told me before I could even ask the question. The sekuru had disappeared back into the
forest, but there was still terror in Gogo’s eyes.“The rebels are looking for useful young children
to cook for them and carry their guns,” she added.I was useful. I could cook and carry heavy
things. “I can help!” I announced to Gogo, lifting the big pot of sweet potatoes over my head.My
words visibly startled her. Gogo yanked the pot out of my hands and threw it to the ground,



sending sweet potatoes flying.“The rebels are dangerous. Do you hear me?” She shook my
shoulders hard. “They take our children and never bring them back!” She was fuming. Up to this
point, the rebel had not frightened me. To me, he was just another sekuru: a sad one, perhaps,
lost in the forest, searching for food. But now I was terrified; a sekuru that could take me away
from my Gogo? I never saw the rebel again.Now I look up at Gogo on the stoop and say, “But
you said rebels were dangerous.”She does not answer.“Gogo, you said the rebels were
dangerous, remember?”Gogo ignores my question as if she hasn’t heard it and continues, as if
reliving the story for the first time. “Eeee, God knows how much I prayed. Me, I prayed every day
and every night for your sekurus, worried I would never see my sons again. I worried they would
never return to me, that they would die in the bush without a good burial. But God answered my
prayers. He brought all your sekurus home to me.” Now I remember that Gogo’s three sons who
live in Goromonzi were always gone for long periods of time when I was young-young. But now
they have all been back home since Christmas, back from the second Chimurenga. I have so
many questions, but I let Gogo continue.She lets out a sigh of relief and says, “Aaaa, your
sekurus and all the other rebels defeated the vapambepfumi.” She pauses, smiles, and says,
“And now, us, we are free. Free to take back our land. Free to call our country Zimbabwe, instead
of the colonizer’s Rhodesia. Today is an important day. Today is our Independence Day. Never
forget that, my dear child. Never forget.” Her face is glowing and light returns to her eyes, the
burden of Chimurenga finally lifted from her shoulders. She is proud of herself and her sons for
demanding respect for our people, proud of the rebels for winning back our land, and because
she is proud, I am proud too.I am still sitting with my legs crossed, my body soaking up the sun,
my hand still squeezing Gogo’s knee, when she finishes her Chimurenga story. We are both
crying, but we are not sad.“Tasununguka,” I say, feeling proud of the things I still do not yet fully
understand.“Yes, we are free,” Gogo says, a big smile on her face. She pauses, looks into my
eyes, reaches for my hand, and says, “And you, my dear child, you are now Mwana Wevhu.”I
smile and say, “I am Mwana Wevhu.” What this means, I am not certain, but deep down I feel—I
know—that everything has changed.

If there is cause to hate someone, the cause to love has just begun.—Senegalese proverb

3I climb up the steep stairs out of the hot and stuffy London Underground, emerging onto a busy
street in Bayswater. Commuters flow in and out of the Tube station’s entrance like ants rushing in
and out of a hive. Cyclists weave carefully through the chaos, while clusters of people wait at
stoplights. I am surrounded by noise: horns honk nonstop, and traffic moves so quickly it makes
a rushing sound like water in a river, making me feel dizzy. For just a moment, I forget that my
fingers have gone numb after clutching the plastic handle of my small green suitcase so tightly
for so long. I forget about the throbbing blisters inside my tight new shoes, and about my damp
yellow dress clinging to my back beneath a heavy satchel strapped to my aching shoulders.I
look up to the heavens and fill my lungs with brisk air. The sky is gloomy, and certainly not the



springtime weather I was expecting. Still, I let the misty drizzle falling from the gray sky cool my
face, ignoring the strange looks cast in my direction. Let them look, I think. I have arrived, and I
will take the time to revel in this moment.I weave my way through the crowded sidewalk, which
heaves with people walking as if headed somewhere in a great hurry. People rush around me as
if I am a stone in a river, so busy and lost in their own thoughts that their umbrellas occasionally
crash together over their heads. I try to take it all in, noticing everything. Nobody stops to greet
another person; nobody makes eye contact with me or with anyone else; everyone seems to be
moving in their own private bubble, afraid to touch or speak to anyone else for fear it might pop.
This is strange to me. On the foot paths of Goromonzi, in the fields and at the river, we always
greet each other, a stranger or a friend, with blessings and inquiries about each other’s health
and family. Not doing so would be considered deeply impolite, even a sign of disrespect.
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AuthorAnnaBella, “Malawian proverb - When you educate a girl, you educate a nation..
Malawian proverb - When you educate a girl, you educate a nation."U-bun-tu (Ooo-Boon-too) is
what connects us as human beings here in Goromonzi, but also everywhere in the world."
Gogo"Ubuntu is the essence of who we are as Africans, a lesson we learned from our
ancestors, who understood that we are all part of one human family. We need each other, and
we are responsible for each other." "Ubuntu means: I am because we are, and because we are,
you are." GogoElizabeth Nyamayaro penned a beautiful memoir that is exemplary of
determination and resilience. Each chapter starts with very profound African proverbs. I admire
how they appreciated love, life, the land, God, and each other. You can feel the passion in her
writing. Lizzy shares with us her journey toward fulfilling her dream that she is deeply passionate
about. Lizzy's journey began in a small village in Goromonzi, Africa, and crossed several
continents. Prayer is central to everything Elizabeth does. Two of the driving themes throughout
the book are kindness and always seeking new opportunities to better oneself and uplift others.
In addition to unwavering family support and being continuously guided by her ancestors, Lizzy
pulls strength from her ancestors in the spirit of Ubuntu and Shinga to fulfill her dreams. She was
and continues to be successful in motivating others and building community interest to improve
health conditions and women's role in the community. Lizzy dreamed of becoming like the girl in
the blue dress that saved her life. After many setbacks, Lizzy ultimately exceeds her
expectations beyond her wildest dreams. While serving as a senior advisor at the United
Nations, she launched HeForShe, one of the world's largest global solidarity movements for
gender equality. "As Africans, we must uplift each other." Elizabeth Nyamayaro. I Am A Girl From
Africa made me think about how underlying social and cultural norms differ globally. The author
educates us about how these differences affect women's roles in communities. Behavior
influences health, but culture influences behavior, she so rightly stated."Together We Aspire,
Together We Achieve." Trinidad and Tobago Motto”

Onasa'i, “Important, massively inspiring book.. This book NEEDED to be written. I am so grateful
to Elizabeth Nyamayaro for writing it. she writes with great skill, love, passion, and openness.
She tells her (I can't even articulate how important) story in a beautiful, non-linear fashion with
such humility I wanted to hug her after each chapter. Not only is this an amazing story, but it's
IMPORTANT - socially activist - someone who has given to others her entire life. I didn't want this
book to end. But when it did, she gave even more - with websites to visit for each social issue
she touched on in this book where you can go and give yourself. Now, me, in my life, I whisper
"Shinga!" at each obstacle I encounter. Bravo, Lizzy. Bravo. P.S. I was inspired to pre-order this
book after seeing Elizabeth Nyamayaro on the "Daily Social Distancing Show" with Trevor Noah.
I watch that show almost daily and this was the 1st time I was ever inspired to "order that book
right now". Her presence on the show was so loving, open, AUTHENTIC, and the book was



more than I could have anticipated.”

Sharon Storm, “Tough but enlightening read. Very inspiring story of Elizabeth Nyamayaro’s life
from poverty in Zimbabwe to working for several relief agencies and being part of major
humanitarian projects including HeForShe. The book alternates between her childhood and
youth to her education and varied professional roles. Some parts will make you smile and other
parts will make you wonder how she could endure it all. The book includes the reason she
wanted to work for the UN.  Not the easiest read but definitely worth it.”

Mnurse, “A book of hope, a book of knowledge.. Elizabeth is a child of Africa. She's near death
during a terrible drought when a UN worker saves her life. That encounter is the foundation of
her dream of a better life - a life that will help all around her. Incredibly readable, the story
switches between Elizabeth's growing years (amidst grinding poverty) & her adult work to
increase ubuntu in our world. It is a mesmerizing tale with implications for each & every one of
us. Highly recommend!”

Sonja Van Dusseldorp, “An incredibly Amazing Woman. A 10 year old girl from a very small
Rwandan village decides she wants to work for the UN because a lady in a blue dress gave her
a bowl of porridge and saved her life from starvation in a year of extreme drought. She couldn’t
read or write or speak English. She achieved her dream and initiated an international
organization, HeforShe, and travels all over the world on their behalf promoting gender equality.
A truly unbelievable but very inspirational story!”

IK, “Worth the read.. I love, love, love this book. Elizabeth is a strong woman who could follow
her dream with the help of Ubuntu. Africa is dear to me. Elizabeth showed that if you believe in
yourself and those near you, things happen for the best. It is a book for not only women but also
men who fight for equality.”

Shelley, “Amazing and inspirational. Saw the author on a late night talk show, fell in love with her
heart, bought the book, now I love her more.Well written, articulate, thoughtful and inspiring. I
work in a field that is making a difference and I am inspired to do more. Highly recommend!”

Artemis825, “An Amazing Story. I love the lyricism of her writing and how she captures both the
love and the hardship of her upbringing. The fluid movement between times and places helps to
build larger themes and place her within the larger stories of community, country, gender and
world.”

Ssue, “A remarkable ongoing achievement. Lizzie tells her tale lacing it with African wisdom and
unwavering selfless ambition. From the strength, belief and perseverance of members of her
large family and community, she courageously and imaginatively works to cause lasting change.



Read this book to find out how she and many others do it.”

Emma Lucas, “Emotional and Educational. I loved losing myself in Elizabeth's story. It was
illuminating and educational, whilst also personal, uplifting and heartbreaking at points. Already
shared 2 copies with friends.”

Nick D, “Excellent. Excellent work, well written, entertaining and informative, funny and
inspirational for both adult and children.Highly recommended.”

Ebook Library Reader, “An inspiring book. The book is uplifting but still addressing the many
challenges the world faces to acquire a fair and equal society.”

The book by Elizabeth Nyamayaro has a rating of 5 out of 4.7. 433 people have provided
feedback.
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